
It was a fresh wind from due west which greeted 9 sailors on Sunday for races 5 and 6 of the Bourne 
Plaice Winter Series organised by the Manx Sailing and Cruising Club of Ramsey.  However that 
particular strength and direction provides gusty conditions with the wind direction swinging rapidly 
to ensure huge entertainment for the spectators.  In the northern part of the lake the wind will try to 
work down the valley and, as it descends, accelerates to wreak havoc.  To add to the fun, the dam at 
the south caused even stronger gusts. 

In the first race your correspondent was helming since Angus Jolly was away, and duly created the 

biggest moment of chaos near the dam when, surrounded by Lasers, a windy gybe went horribly 

wrong resulting in a swim.  Crew Stu Brew, who was having his first trip in an RS200, helmed the 

second race and stayed upright throughout.  The experienced Simon Pressly won the first race in his 

Laser, but we nearly lost count of his capsizes in the second.  The most spectacular manouvering was 

from Keith Holden in his Finn, the Olympic class dinghy which you really don’t want to capsize, it was 

amazing how he avoided a swim.

Mike Pridham won the second race following his second place in the first, Dinghy Captain Ralph Kee is 

lying second overall after a consistent 3rd and 2nd but the biggest improvement of the day was Mike 

Swales in his Topper who clocked a 4th and a 3rd.  Jerry Colman is mastering his Laser and beat the RS 

200 in both races.

Many thanks to Rob Cowell of Bourne Plaice for sponsoring the series, Keith Poole for Officer of the 

Day ably assisted by Neil Rawlinson and the safety boat which was expertly piloted by Helen Kee and 

Neil Corlett.

Results: Race 1 - 1st Simon Pressly (Laser), 2nd Mike Pridham (Radial), 3rd Ralph Kee (Laser), 4th Mike 

Swales (Topper), 5th Keith Holden (Finn), 6th Jerry Colman (Laser), 7th Andrew Dean/Stu Brew (RS 

200), 8th James Penn (RS Feva)

Race 2 - 1st Mike Pridham, 2nd Ralph Kee, 3rd Mike Swales, 4th Keith Holden, 5th Simon Pressley, 

6th Jerry Colman, 7th Stu Brew/Andrew Dean, 8th James Penn


